GAME
PLAYGROUNDS
Laser tag
Paintball
Airsoft

Game playgrounds
from LASERWAR
LASERWAR is the best laser tag equipment on the Russian
market. The company's clients include thousands of
successful clubs across the globe. They don't simply buy
laser tag rifles and game sets. They build laser tag
playgrounds based on our projects.
We help create a profitable laser tag business from scratch.
We generate ideas, design and build playgrounds, provide
modern equipment and help advertise on the Internet.
With LASERWAR your rental club will become a real city
attraction.

What are you get?

FRANCHISE
FOR FREE

SPECIAL
OFFERS

TURNKEY
PLAYGROUNDS

Use the business model of a
well-known brand and profit from
the first months of operation.

Discounts on purchase of laser tag
equipment for new and regular
customers.

We create arenas for any budget
from scratch.

Features of
game
playground

The outdoor laser tag is played on equipped playgrounds of Indoor and
outdoor types. The variety of shelters and a large territory allow playing
many unique scenarios on a single playground.
Outdoor playgrounds can be used for most of the year. The closed ones
are suitable for winter and late autumn fights as well as for games in
nasty weather. LASERWAR designs both types of polygons.

Any site for outdoor laser tag consists of
two obligatory parts.

GAME PLAYGROUND
The main territory of the playground, with
a variety of shelters. A realistic laser tag
battle is unfolding right here.

ENTRANCE AREA
A place to change players' clothes, provide
instructions, store equipment. The size of the
entrance area is calculated based on the maximum
number of game participants.

What else could be
at your playground?

RESTING
AREA

It can be more than just a site for a laser tag.
With LASERWAR support, you can create a real playland with
entertainment for people of all ages.

KIDS'
PLAYGROUND

PHOTO

THEMATIC
QUEST

ROCK-CLIMBING
WALL

ANY OTHER
ACTIVITY SPOT

We'll help you create
a business that
will make money!

Working
principles
LASERWAR performs projects of any
complexity and for any budget We
play laser tag ourselves and know
exactly what rental clubs' clients
want.

ANALYSIS

We analyze all initial data of the future playground:
location features and size , target audience of the
rental club, customer's wishe

IDEA

We define the theme of the playground. Area zoning ,
selecting materials and technologies

On our side we have advanced
technologies , professional designers,
years of experience.

DESIGN

Here we visualize the idea. We create a design
project that takes into account all the information
received.

CONSTRUCTION

The playground will be created on the basis of the
completed project.

CONCEPT

Terms of reference.
Style definition, concept, zoning.
Planning solution.
Sketch 3D visualization.
Recommendations on materials and technologies/

DESIGN PROJECT

Terms of reference
Style definition, concept, zoning.
Planning solution.
Working documentation on all the parts of the
playground.
3-d visualization.
Cost sheet of materials.
Consultations throughout all construction stages.

The cost depends on the set of selected options
and is calculated individually.

Game playground for laser tag
and airsoft

Russia
5 000 m2
The territory of the playground is divided into three
sectors of different styles. Each of them can be used
as a separate thematic area or a single game space.

RECENT CASES

Tactical Military Games Center

Russia
2 000 m2
Includes an extensive outdoor playground and a play area in the
building. The outdoor playground is covered by shelters in the
form of movable houses. There's parking and two rest areas. In
the building on the ground floor there is a game maze.
The second floor has been additionaly created with a
zone for laser tag quests.

RECENT CASES

Complex of game playgrounds
for laser tag

China
>2 ha
The game area is divided into seven separate sites , which differ from each other by
landscape. The shelters are designed taking into account local and natural conditions.
Visitors will polish up various skills: tactics, teamwork, precision shooting, the art of
camouflage. Playing on such sites is an excellent alternative to traditional sports.

RECENT CASES

LASERWAR playgrounds are
successfully operating around the world.
Would you like to have one too? Join us!

laserwar.com
8 800 551-88-02, 8(951)694-01-00
order@laserwar.ru, shop@laserwar.com
Russia, Smolensk, Popova street, Apt. 40/2

